Adegbola, Olubunmi Aderiyike
olubunmi.a.adegbola@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Baptist

Adewolamoss, Deborah Adedoyin
deborah.a.adewolamoss@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational

Ahn, John Young
john.y.ahn@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Alexander Jr., James Avery
james.a.alexander@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
African Methodist Episcopal
Allen, Gregory Tyler  
gregory.t.allen@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Unaffiliated

Alvarado, Niall Abdul Alexander  
niall.a.alvarado@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Seventh-Day Adventist

Archer, Caroline Milligan  
caroline.archer@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Arnold, Michael Wayne  
michael.w.arnold@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Anglican
Baker, Javian
javian.baker@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Baptist

Becton, Khortlan Dean
khortlan.d.patterson@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Non-denominational

Beck, Martha Kathryn
martha.k.beck@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Bennett, Dawn Marie
dawn.m.bennett@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Lutheran
Bi, Yiwen
yiwen.bi@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Binkley, Katie Christine
kate.binkley@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Non-denominational

Bongiovanni, Margaret Drew
margaret.d.bongiovanni@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Allliance of Baptists

Boulware, Jocelyn
jocelyn.boulware@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational
Bream, Mary Kurtz  
mary.k.bream@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Unaffiliated

Bronson, Joy E.  
joy.e.bronson@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Broune, Isaac Donko Kouassi  
isaac.d.broune@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Brown, Charles Frederick  
charles.f.brown@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Unaffiliated
Brown, Maggie McGrady
maggie.m.brown.1@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA

Bunch, Evan Regis
evan.r.bunch@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Broyard III, Fenwick James
fenwick.j.broyard@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational

Carter III, Donald Eugene
donald.e.carter.1@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational
Catoe, Lee Oscar
lee.o.catoe@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA

Choi, Joosik Samuel
joosik.s.choi@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Disciples of Christ

Chung, Eui Hyun (Paul)
eui.hyun.chung@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Clark, Scott Ryan
scott.r.clark@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist
Clerjeune, Judith R  
judith.clerjeune@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Unaffiliated

Cobb, Julian Alston  
 julian.a.cobb@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Non-denominational

Coles, Byron Tyler  
byron.t.coles@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Unitarian Universalist

Corbin, Qiana  
qiana.m.corbin.1@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Non-denominational
Corder Jr., Michael L.  
michael.l.corder@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Interdenominational

Cotton, Shawnda Jean  
shawnda.j.cotton@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Seventh-Day Adventist

Dail, Alanna Rochelle  
alanna.rochelle.dail@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Davis, Corwin Malcolm  
corwin.davis@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
African Methodist Episcopal
Davis, Kelsey Laine  
kelsey.l.davis@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Episcopalian

DeMoss, Catherine Kirkwood  
catherine.k.demoss@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Disciples of Christ

Debnam, Tijuan L  
tijuan.l.debnam@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
African Methodist Episcopal

Dey, Austin Riley  
austin.r.dey@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Disciples of Christ
Dillon, Angela Marie
angela.dillon@Vanderbilt.Edu
MDV
United Church of Christ

Dively, Sharon Denise
sharon.d.dively@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Unitarian Universalist

Domenack, Damien Pascal
damiend.p.domenack@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Unitarian Universalist

Donihe, Mollie Catherine
mollie.c.donihe@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist
Dumont, Christine Marie  
christine.m.dumont@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Duymovic Waggy, Jenaba  
jenaba.duymovic.waggy@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Early-Zald, Mary Beth  
mary.b.early-zald@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Unitarian Universalist

Eccleston, Zachary Ryan  
zachary.r.eccleston@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Non-denominational
Ekstrom, Kevin John
kevin.j.ekstrom@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Roman Catholic

Felber, Alexandra Catherine
alexandra.c.felber@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Tibetan Buddhist

Ernst, Margaret Anne
margaret.a.ernst@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Church of Christ

Flanigan, Andrew Russell
andrew.r.flanigan@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA
Fontus, Gregory
gregory.fontus@Vanderbilt.Edu
MDV
Seventh-Day Adventist

Foster, Jacob
jacob.foster@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Roman Catholic

Frady, Charlotte Malene
charlotte.m.frady@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated

Freeman, Lisa Curry
lisa.c.freeman@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Unaffiliated
French, Tamara Dianna
tamara.d.french@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Full-Gospel

Ganzie, Jessica Rose
jessica.r.ganzie@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational

Garcia, Corey Lee Cole
corey.l.garcia@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Church of the Nazarene

Ghaly, Michael
michael.ghaly@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Evangelical Christian
Godfrey, Mindi
mindi.godfrey@Vanderbilt.Edu
MDV
United Methodist

Griffin, Rebecca Lea
rebecca.l.griffin@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Green, Sarah Lynn
sarah.l.green@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational

Groves, Matthew David
matthew.d.groves@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Baptist
Guerrero Estrada, Armando
armando.guerrero.estrada@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Roman Catholic

Guest Jr., Melvin D
melvin.d.guest@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Baptist

Gurley Jr., Christopher Spencer
christopher.s.gurley@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Roman Catholic

Hampton, Caleb
caleb.hampton@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational
Harper, Lisa Elaine  
lisa.e.harper@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Harris, Adam Joshua  
adam.j.harris@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Pentecostal

Harris, Ann Genetti  
ann.g.harris@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Agnostic

Hawkins, Anna Keller  
anne.k.hawkins@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist
Helton, Heather H  
heather.h.helton@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Episcopalian

Hiroshige, Randall Phillip  
randall.p.hiroshige@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Church of the Nazarene

Howes, Jordan Dean  
jordan.d.howes@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Southern Baptist

Huh, Serim  
serim.huh@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
United Methodist
Jacobs Jr., Eldrick Tyrone
eldrick.t.jacobs@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Non-denominational

Jaskey, Catherine Marie
catherine.m.jaskey@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Roman Catholic

Johnson, David Van
david.v.johnson@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Southern Baptist

Johnson, Eric Emory
eric.e.johnson@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated
Johnston, Michael
michael.johnston@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Unaffiliated

Kay, Josephine
jo.kay@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Episcopalian

Jones, Tiffany Brooke
tiffany.b.jones@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Kelly, Matthew
matthew.kelly@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Baptist
Kientz, Sarah C.
sarah.c.kientz@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Church of Christ

Kim, Ryan
ryan.y.kim@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated

Kirkwood, Michael P
michael.kirkwood@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational

Kisshauer, Cassia Noelle
cassia.kisshauer@Vanderbilt.Edu
MTS
Non-denominational
Knapp, Jennifer Lynn  
jennifer.l.knapp@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Unaffiliated

Le Buhn Jr., Michael Dennis  
michael.d.le.buhn@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Roman Catholic

Labrecque, Abigail  
abigail.labrecque@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Church of Christ

Lewis, Shelby A  
shelby.a.lewis@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Episcopalian
Liden, Julia Jean  
jlj.liden@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Unaffiliated

Logan, Benjamin A  
benjamin.a.logan@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Non-denominational

Long, Colby  
colby.long@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Luther, Timothy Jordan  
timothy.j.luther@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Mennonite
Lyvers, Daniel Clayton
daniel.c.lyvers@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Maki, Colleen Sarah
collen.s.maki@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Lutheran

Madaris, Elizabeth Hayes
elizabeth.h.madaris@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated

McCorvey, Julia
julia.m.mccorvey@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA
Michonski, Maria Angeline
maria.a.bednar@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational

Minnis, Kathryn Janel Heierman
kathryn.j.heierman@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Misenheimer, Carly Nicole
carly.n.misenheimer@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA

Misner Wampler, Steffie
steffie.misner.wampler@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
United Methodist
Moore, Kevin Allen
kevin.a.moore@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Presbyterian Church USA

Moore, Morgan-Allison Renea
morgan-allison.r.moore@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Non-denominational

Morris, Katelyn Elizabeth
katelyn.e.morris@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA

Murphy, Mary Pretorius
mary.p.murphy@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Episcopalian
Nelson, Stephen Lee  
stephen.l.nelson@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Episcopalian

Ngo Nyeck, Sybille  
sybille.n.nyekc@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Unaffiliated

Nunn, Candice Marie  
candice.m.nunn@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Baptist

O'Quinn, Blair Christian  
blair.c.oquinn@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist
Oakley, Leila Phillips
leila.p.oakley@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Non-denominational

Ofe, Alexis Rae
alexis.r.ofe@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Ordung, Samuel Aubrey
samuel.a.ordung@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Osinski, Keegan Rae
keegan.osinski@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Church of the Nazarene
Palmer, Diane Crosby
diane.c.palmer@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA

Panhalkar, Sharlet Ujwalkumar
sharlet.u.panhalkar@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Partee, Nathaniel D
nathaniel.d.partee@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Paul, Rachel Lynne
rachel.l.paul@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist
Peacock, Lauryn Marie
lauryn.m.peacock@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Episcopalian

Pecinovsky, Teresa Kim
teresa.k.pecinovsky@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Peebles, Anita Laurel
anita.l.peebles@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
American Baptist

Pereira, Indie Janean
indie.j.pereira@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Episcopalian
Perez De La Pena, Brenda Alejandra
brenda.a.perez.de.la.pena@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Unaffiliated

Peterson, Jason Tyler
jason.t.peterson@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Peterson, Samuel Mason
samuel.m.peterson@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Non-denominational

Pierce, Elyse Ila
elyse.i.pierce@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated
Potter, William Lee
william.potter@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Episcopalian

Rahming, Denero Antoine
denero.a.rahming@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Progressive Baptist

Reece, Benjamin Ashley
benjamin.a.reece@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Reeves, Matthew Scott
matthew.s.reeves@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated
Rhodes, Hunter Shea  
hunter.s.rhodes@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Disciples of Christ

Rhodes, Kalie  
kalie.rhodes@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Disciples of Christ

Rios, Angela  
angela.rios@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Non-denominational

Robinson II, Timothy Scot  
timothy.s.robinson@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Presbyterian Church USA
Robles, Rj
r.robles@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Interdenominational

Sails-Dunbar, Tremaine T
tremaine.sails-dunbar@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
African Methodist Episcopal

Shaw, Mary Sellers
mary.s.shaw@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA

Sheeran, Joseph Martin
joseph.m.sheeran@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA
Sheffer, Merry-Reid
merry.r.sheffer@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Shock, Charles Addison
charles.a.shock@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Simpson, Laura Ann
laura.a.simpson@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated

Sloderbeck, Jeremy Graham
jeremy.g.sloderbeck@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Independent Christian Church
Smith, Jaziree
jaziree.l.smith@Vanderbilt.Edu
MTS
Non-denominational

Smith, Samantha Sue
samantha.s.smith@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Presbyterian Church USA

Smith, Justine Elizabeth
justine.e.smith@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Agnostic

Sonnenfelt, Stephanie Powers
stephanie.p.sonnenfelt@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist
Stell, Sarah Frances  
sarah.f.stell@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Episcopalian

Sterling, Dominic Harrison D.  
dominic.h.sterling@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Pentecostal

Stone Jr., William Steven  
william.s.stone@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Talbert, Caroline Kimrey  
caroline.b.kimrey@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship
Ternes, Rachel  
rachel.ternes@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
United Methodist

Thompson, Gregory Scott  
gregory.s.thompson@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Roman Catholic

Thomas II, Rickey  
rickey.thomas@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Interdenominational

Tillman, Lauren Christina  
lauren.c.tillman@vanderbilt.edu  
MDV  
National Baptist
Tims, Blake Ellis  
blake.e.tims@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Non-denominational

Toensing, Chase  
chase.toensing@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Non-denominational

Trent, Kyle Sterling  
kyle.s.trent@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Church of Christ

Turner, Amy  
amy.turner@vanderbilt.edu  
MTS  
Interdenominational
Walkine, Keaton Carlyle
keaton.c.walkine@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Baptist

Ward, Alexander James
alexander.j.ward@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Southern Baptist

Watson, Jocelyn T
jocelyn.t.watson@Vanderbilt.Edu
MTS
Unaffiliated

Webster, Brian
brian.webster@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Missionary Baptist
Whitney, Donna Jane
donna.j.whitney@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
African Methodist Episcopal

Wilcox, Rebecca Ann
rebecca.a.wilcox@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Unaffiliated

Wilkerson, Ryan Dean
ryan.d.wilkerson@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Williams, Elizabeth Ann
elizabeth.a.williams.1@Vanderbilt.Edu
MDV
United Methodist
Williams, Ann Peyton
ann.p.williams@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Unaffiliated

Williams, Trevor Bennett
trevor.b.williams@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Roman Catholic

Wilson, Christine
christine.wilson@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Non-denominational

Wong, Pui See
pui.see.wong@vanderbilt.edu
MTS
Non-denominational
Wright, Darren Randall
darren.r.wright@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
United Methodist

Yu, Yingying
yingying.yu@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Unaffiliated

Young Jr., Luther
luther.young@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ

Zito, Jaime Arlene
jaime.a.zito@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Disciples of Christ
Zyriek, Emma Grace
emma.g.zyriek@vanderbilt.edu
MDV
Alliance of Baptists